Station 1  

**Internet**

Address [http://search.britannica.com/](http://search.britannica.com/)

After typing in the address, type **hijab** in the search space provided and then click **find**. Under the World’s Best Sites, click on **Hijab**.

1. What does it mean to observe HIJAB?

2. What are two reasons women cover their heads?
   1.
   2.

3. What are the three main requirements of the hijab? What is one other possible requirement?
   1.
   2.
   3.

4. How would you feel, as a young woman, living in this society and why?
Station 2  

*Understanding Art*

Turn to page 56 and answer the following questions.

1. When did Van Gogh paint his self-portrait?

2. What did he do “in a fit of madness”?

3. Looking at his self-portrait on page 56, what do you notice about it?

   Is there anything unusual?

   What are some of the feelings he expresses in the painting?

4. What, besides painting, did Van Gogh use to express his feelings? Give an example.

5. What happened to Van Gogh shortly after his self-portrait?
Station 3  

*Chicken Soup For the Teenage Soul II*

Turn to the article, “McDonald’s” on page 93. Read the article and then answer the following questions.

1. Why does Brian’s description suggest he might be “trouble”? 

Is this a stereotype and why?

2. What did Brian do for the elderly man?

3. What was the surprise at the end and why?

4. What message, in your opinion, does the author send to society about stereotyping?
Station 4  

“I Am A Rock”

Play the selection “I Am A Rock”. The words are also available.

1. Define *personification*, using the *Dictionary of Literary Terms*.

2. Give three examples of personification found or heard in this song.
   1
   2
   3

3. If you were to choose an object to personify, what would it be and why?

4. Describe the overall mood of this song.
“The Ninny” is found on page 43 of *SightLines 10* in case you need to review the story. You should also refer to page 180 of *ResourceLines 9/10* for suggestions about role plays. With your partner, role play a short scene between Yulia and her boss. You should jot down the main points of your scene as you will be performing this at a later date.
After entering the program, click on search and type Pearl Harbor. Double click on the entry that comes up on the screen. A visual is also available for you to look at.

1. Where is Pearl Harbor located?
2. Who bombed Pearl Harbor and when?
3. What did this bombing mean for the United States?

How many US ships were hit?_________ How many aircraft were destroyed?________

4. Why was this attack a mistake for Japan?

5. How did US President FD Roosevelt describe this attack? (Give the exact quotation from the article.)
Station 7  

**Internet**

Search the Timothy Findley site at [www.swifty.com/twuc/findley.htm](http://www.swifty.com/twuc/findley.htm)  Read his biography and list some of his literary and theatrical talents.

Which of his books, published in the late 1970's, deals with war?

Now search [http://canada.kos.net/remembrance.html](http://canada.kos.net/remembrance.html)  
Read the poem “*In Flanders Fields*”.  Who wrote it?  
This poem is a traditional part of Remembrance Day events.

Now read “*Reply to Flanders Fields*”.  Who is its author?

How do you think Timothy Findley would have reacted to the vandalism committed on the graves of Summerside’s war veterans in November, 1999?
Station 8  *Literary Terms*

Using a dictionary of literary terms such as *Merriam Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature* or *Dictionary of World Literary Terms*, find and explain the following terms:

*connotation*

*irony*

Where does the word *irony* have its roots?

*point of view (omniscient)*
Station 9  

**Internet**

Search the site [www.aloha.net/~bsm/](http://www.aloha.net/~bsm/) for information on the life of Buffy Sainte-Marie. Double click on [biography](http://www.aloha.net/~bsm/). List the 5 W’s about Buffy. (WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY)

Scroll down to the art samples and double click on [Buffy Sainte-Marie’s Official Online Art Gallery](http://www.aloha.net/~bsm/). Which of these images do you prefer? Choose one and write a brief response telling what you think she is saying through this image, why you like this one, and why you think she chose to express it this way.
Choose a CD-ROM encyclopedia such as World Book, Encarta, or Compton’s Interactive Encyclopedia and find out what you can about the following Jewish holidays. Tell why each is celebrated, how long it lasts, what its purpose is, and what common customs surround each one. Please list the source, in proper MLA Works Cited form, that you chose to find your information. Use Diana Hacker’s A Canadian Writer’s Reference as a guide for MLA format.

**Hanukkah (Chanukah)**

**Passover**

**Yom Kippur**
Station 11  **Cerebral Palsy**

Using a medical dictionary or encyclopedia such as *The Complete Canadian Health Guide, The World Book Medical Encyclopedia*, or *American Medical Association Family Health Guide* or *Mayo Clinic Family Health CD-ROM*, find out what you can about cerebral palsy, the disorder which affected Christy Brown in “My Left Foot”.

What is cerebral palsy?

What are some obvious problems of people with CP?

Are intellectual abilities always impaired?

What is *ONE* usual treatment?

Is it generally a progressive disease?
Items are arranged alphabetically. Look up Montgomery, L. M. Skim the first paragraph about her life. What is the name of her only novel set in Ontario?

Skip through the Anne of Green Gables section to the section about the Emily series. In what two ways does the Emily series differ from the Anne series?

1.

2.

From what three female writers did Montgomery draw to get ideas for Emily Byrd Starr?

Now look up Nowlan, Alden. What was the title of his autobiographical novel?

With whom did Nowlan collaborate to write three stage plays in the 1970's?
Station 13  *Nikkei Legacy*

Look at the photographs on page 110-127. Based on the photographs, describe three hardships which Japanese-Canadians suffered in detention centres.

1.

2.

3.

In your opinion, is there a difference between racial discrimination during wartime and racial discrimination during peacetime? Give reasons.
Click on netscape and wait for it to load up. Type in the following URL address: www.funkandwagnalls.com. Let the site load up. Click on Current members sign-in.

USERNAME: GenS1  PASSWORD: toshigh

Type in Martin Luther King in search box at the left of the screen. ENTER. Choose the article on King, Martin Luther, Jr.

King followed the nonviolent protest philosophy of what Indian nationalist?

What was the name of King’s famous speech?
When was it delivered?
Why was Rosa Parks arrested?
How long did the boycott last? ________________ Was it successful? ________________
How do you know?

King’s 1963 civil rights campaign included drives for what three things?

1. 
2. 
3. 
Station 15  

**Mass Media and Popular Culture** by Barry Duncan

Turn to the article “*Body Obsession*” by Mary Nemeth.

On what two things do these five girls blame the pressure to be thin?

1. 

2. 

Note the paragraph about how society’s ideal image varies from culture to culture and from generation to generation. From advertising around you, what do you think is the ideal body image as we begin the 21st century?

What do we need in order to shrug off comments from peers about weight and looks?

According to the author of this article, which appeared in______________ magazine on ________________ (date), who are our own harshest critics?

What is Nameth’s encouragement to us at the end?
Through the Department of Education, schools have access, through the internet, to Eureka - Canada’s largest bilingual news server. URL is www.eureka.cc
Username is meducpe and password is education99
To access the English newspapers, click on Actualité anglophone. For Source, choose Halifax Chronicle-Herald. Search words (mots du texte) are Emily of New Moon. Click on Recherche.
Find the article from Thursday, March 23, 2000 - Salter Street decides to end Emily of New Moon series. Double click on the article.
Where did most of the filming take place?

How many episodes were filmed?

How much money did this series bring to P.E. I.?